Abstract-We propose a search-free beamspace tensor-ESPRIT algorithm for millimeter wave MIMO channel estimation. It is a multidimensional generalization of beamspace-ESPRIT method by exploiting the multiple invariance structure of the measurements. Geometry-based channel model is considered to contain the channel sparsity feature. In our framework, an alternating least squares problem is solved for low rank tensor decomposition and the multidimensional parameters are automatically associated. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated by considering different transformation schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fifth generation (5G) communication networks will likely adopt millimeter wave (mmWave) and massive multiple-inputmultiple-output (MIMO) technologies [1] . In particular, mmwave can provide extremely high data rates to users through dense spatial multiplexing. While mmWave communications also face a number of challenges. Among these, sophisticated beamforming at the transmitter and/or receiver side stands out. To achieve the highly directional links, knowledge of the propagation channel is required. Geometry-based channel modeling is widely used, because it inherently contains the channel sparsity feature. The dominant multipath components can be parametrized in terms of their azimuth and elevation angles at the transmitter and receiver, as well as the corresponding propagation delays and Doppler shifts. Under certain conditions, estimation of these channel parameters gives rise to a multidimensional harmonic retrieval problem. Among the available techniques, maximum-likelihood estimator attains optimum performance in the presence of white Gaussian noise, but with heavy computational load because a multidimensional search is required. Alternatively, subspace method achieves a good balance between accuracy and complexity [2] . State-ofthe-art subspace methods include multiple signal classification (MUSIC) [3] , estimation of signal parameters via rotational invariance techniques (ESPRIT) [4] , matrix pencil [5] , principalsingular-vector utilization for modal analysis [6] and their variants.
In the traditional subspace-based approaches, the R-D signals are stored in matrices by stacking operations. However, the multidimensional grid structure inherent in the data is ignored for such a representation. Tensor is a natural approach to store and manipulate multidimensional data (R ≥ 3). It can be thought of as a R-D array, whereby the order of a tensor is the number of its modes or dimensions; these may include space, time, frequency, trials and classes [7] . Many real-world multi-way data are lying on a low dimensional subspace. Low rank tensor decomposition is a powerful technique to capture the underlying latent structure of the data [8] . CAN-DECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) and Tucker are two widely used techniques for low rank tensor decomposition. CP decomposes a tensor as a sum of rank-one tensors, and the Tucker decomposition is a higher-order extension of principal component analysis [9] . With the development of tensor decomposition techniques, the subspace methods have been extended to their multi-dimensional variants, such as R-D MUSIC [10] , multidimensional folding (MDF) [11] and tensor-ESPRIT [12] .
Comparing with operation in element space, beamspace model offers a compromise between system performance and hardware complexity [13] . It has a number of advantages, including reduced computational complexity [14] , lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) resolution thresholds, robustness to sensor perturbations, and deviations from the assumed noise model [15] . Recently, 3-D beamspace ESPRIT is developed for channel estimation of a hybrid mmWave massive MIMO system [16] . The model is described in matrix framework and singular-value decomposition (SVD) is applied to obtain the signal subspace. It is interesting to note that, low-rank tensor decomposition-aided channel estimation for mmWave MIMO-OFDM systems is developed in [17] . However, for each dimension, one dimensional search is required and the complexity of the spectral search may still be unacceptably high for real-time problems [2] ).
In this paper, we propose a search-free R-D beamspace tensor-ESPRIT algorithm for mmWave channel estimation. The proposed approach is higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) based and it is the R-D generalization of the beamspace-ESPRIT method [18] . The standard tensor-ESPRIT in element space is achieved by using an identity matrix. Furthermore, multidimensional parameter association is critical but challenging for both 5G communications and localization. For the proposed approach, the R-D parameters are automatically associated. A comparison of the relevant subspace algorithms is shown in Table I . [20] .
The Frobenius norm of a tensor A is written as
The product of a tensor A ∈ C I1×I2×···×I R and a matrix U ∈ C Jr×Ir along the rth dimension is denoted by
and the entries are defined as
And A × R r=1 U r denotes the product of a tensor A and matrices U 1 , U 2 , · · · , U R along the r = 1 to Rth dimension [21] . . The corresponding orthogonal frequency division multiplexing for MIMO channels (MIMO-OFDM) with M 5 subcarriers can be described as a multipath geometry-model with L paths. Each path l is characterized by its angle of arrival (θ R,l , ϕ R,l ), angle of departure (θ T,l , ϕ T,l ), delay τ l and complex gain α l [13] .
Tensor measurements X is denoted as
where N denotes the noise tensor and M 6 is the number of measurements. For dimension r = 1, 2, · · · , 5,
with a r,l = e jω r,l e j2ω r,l · · · e jMrω r,l T , and frequencies
where Δ f is the neighboring subcarrier spacing, angles
2 ). For the 6th dimension,
with
can be considered in a similar way by repeating measurements consecutively in time and a 7-D measurement is assembled. Beamspace model (hybrid structure) offers a compromise between system performance and hardware complexity. Consider a class of separable 6-D precoders or beamformers [19] that transform the
where W r ∈ C Mr×Nr is the rth dimension linear transformation matrix with orthogonal columns. The beamspace array manifold is defined as
Note that measurements obtained for W r = I Mr , correspond to standard element space measurements.W 1 and W 2 correspond to the precoders used by the transmitter. And W 3 and W 4 correspond to the beamformer used by the receiver. While for the 5th and 6th dimension, transformation is not applied, W 5 = I M5 and W 6 = I M6 . Our objective is estimating ω r,l , for r = 1, · · · , 5 and l = 1, · · · , L, from measurements Y using the proposed beamspace tensor-ESPRIT method.
A. Higher-Order Singular Value Decomposition
Higher-order orthogonality iteration (HOOI) algorithm [22] can be used to estimate the signal subspace from noisy measurements. It solves the following Frobenius norm minimization problem,
where C ∈ C L×L×···×L is the core tensor and U r has orthonormal columns. Note that with U r , r = 1, 2, · · · , R, fixed, the optimal C is given by
we can eliminate C by plugging (15) to (14), and obtain the following equivalent problem,
HOOI [22] alternatively update U 1 , · · · , U R by minimizing (16) with respect to one of them while fixing the remaining variables. Let superscript (·) (k) be the estimate at the kth iteration, U (k) r can be written as (17) where
. (18) The solution of (17) can be determined using singular-value decomposition, simply set U 
B. Tensor-ESPRIT
We first review the element space tensor-ESPRIT method [12] . The main idea is exploiting the multidimensional shift invariance property of the measurements. For each dimension, the array is divided into two subarrays with same number of elements. The subarrays may overlap and an element may be shared by the two subarrays. LetŪ r ∈ C Mr×L be the subspace spanned by A r ∈ C Mr×L , which can be obtained by applying tensor decomposition on X . For the rth dimension, we have
whereD r ∈ C L×L is a non-singular matrix. We further define two sub-matrices,
whereJ r1,n andJ r2,n are two selection matrices,
where I n denotes identity matrix of size n × n and 0 m×n denotes zero matrix of size m × n. For convenience, we focus on n = 1,J r1,1 andJ r2,1 are simplified asJ r1 andJ r2 . Then we haveJ
where
Substituting (19) and (20) into (22), we obtain
The equations in (24) is over-determined. The simplest choice to estimate Ψ r is using least squares method and the resulting closed-form solution is given bŷ
where † denotes the Moore-Penrose matrix inverse. Let λ r,1 , λ r,2 , · · · , λ r,L be the eigenvalues ofΨ r , the mode r frequencies are estimated by using
where ∠(·) denotes the argument of a complex number. Note that (27) ignores the correct association of the parameters across the dimensions. In ESPRIT-type algorithms [23] , the association is usually achieved by joint approximate eigendecomposition [24] or simultaneous Schur decomposition [25] .
III. R-D BEAMSPACE TENSOR-ESPRIT
Before introducing the proposed R-D beamspace tensor-ESPRIT method, let's first define two selection matrices,
In beamspace, the transitional invariance structure in the array manifold is altered by the row transformation W H r , and consequently
In general, it is difficult to restore this property after beamspace transformation [18] . However, if W r has a similar shift invariance structure as (22) , the lost shift invariance structure can be restored. Similar to (22) , we want to find a non-singular N r × N r matrix F r to satisfy
The least squares estimation of F r is given bŷ
Theorem 1: Let F r be defined as in (30) and
If there exists a Q r ∈ C Nr×Nr , such that
Proof: See Appendix A. It is worth noting that Q r in (33) can be found by forming a projection matrix corresponding to the orthogonal subspace of R{w Mr , F 
Comparing (22) and (34), the array shift invariance structure in beamspace is restored. Replacing B r by the estimated signal subspace U r ,
where D r ∈ C L×L is a non-singular matrix. The transformed shift invariance equation then becomes
For simplicity, least squares technique is used to solve (37). The resulting close-form solution is given bŷ
The lth eigenvalue of Γ r is given by e jω r,l . Frequency ω r = {ω r,1 , ω r,2 , · · · , ω r,L } can be estimated from the eigenvalues of Γ r . Note that each column of U r is characterized by the associated frequency ω r,l .
As shown in (18) , the subspaces U r , r = 1, 2, · · · , 5 are alternatively updated. The lth column of U r , for all r, corresponds to the same source. For the rth dimension, the L frequencies {ω r,1 , ω r,2 , · · · , ω r,L } can be estimated jointly from (39), but the association between dimensions is lost. To solve this problem, instead of estimating the frequencies directly from (39), we propose the following parallel estimation scheme, which automatically associates the R-D frequencies across dimensions.
Let u r,l be the lth column of U r , then we have 
be recovered from the estimated frequencies, according to (6)- (10) . Thus, the multidimensional parameter association problem is solved, and it can also be applied to the standard tensor-ESPRIT. The proposed beamspace tensor-ESPRIT is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: R-D Beamspace Tensor-ESPRIT
for r = 1, 2, to 5 do Obtain U r by taking tensor decomposition on Y. end for r = 1, 2, to 5 do Estimate F r and Q r from (31) and (35).
Estimate Γ r from (39).
Frequencies of the lth source are associated as
recovered via (6)- (10). end
IV. SIMULATION SETUP AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
Numerical simulations have been carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed method for R-D HR in the presence of white Gaussian noise. The performance is assessed by the total root-mean square error (RMSE) on the estimated parameters. The total RMSE of the angle-of-departure and the angle-of-arrival is defined as
whereω r,l is an estimate of ω r,l , and E t denotes the average based on t = 500 Monte-Carlo trials. The RMSE performance of the delays can be calculated in a similar way. In the following test, 5-D channel estimation from noisy observations is considered. Both transmitter and receiver consist of a URA with 8 × 8 elements, 4 , the number of subcarriers is M 5 = 8 and the number of measurements is K = 1. The subcarrier spacing is Δ f = 2 MHz and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as
For dimensions r = 1, 2, 3, 4, the n r -th column of transformation matrix W r ∈ C Mr×Nr , is constructed as
where random number ω mr is drawn from uniform distribution U (0, 1). For the 5th dimension, W 5 = I M5 .
A. Channel Estimation and Parameter Association
In the first two tests, the three sets of channel parameters
For beamspace T-ESPRIT, the data dimension is
and different values of N r are considered for all r. Fig. 1 plots the RMSE under different SNRs. The proposed beamspace method is compared with element space T-ESPRIT algorithm. We observe that RMSE is reduced by increasing the size of the transformation matrix, and it is close to the RMSE of element space ESPRIT when a larger N r is selected. A correct parameter association is critical but challenging in R-D channel estimation. In this second test, the automatic association example of the proposed method is shown.
and SNR is 20 dB. As shown in Fig. 2 , the 5-D parameters are associated for the proposed beamspace tensor-ESPRIT method. But with some outliers, it is caused by the way we generate the transformation matrix W r . As shown in (43), if two ω mr are close to each other, then the information provided by them is redundant. It may cause rank deficiency of the transformation matrix. 
B. Numerical Results for Distributed Sources
In the following simulations, two widely used distributed source models, Gaussian distributed [26] and Lambertian scattering [27] are considered.
1) Gaussian Distributed Model:
In this simulation, we assume three Gaussian incoherently distributed sources. For each path, 20 scatters are generated, the 5-D channel parameters of the scatters are drawn independently from a Gaussian distribution. Central angle and delay are same as the simulation setup in Section IV-A. Different standard deviation of angular and delay spreads are considered. In our evaluation we consider various levels of angular and delay spread. As shown in Fig. 3 , deterioration of RMSE performance occurs for T-ESPRIT and the proposed method with increased angular and delay spread levels. Again RMSE is reduced by increasing the size of the transformation matrix.
2) Lambertian Scattering Model: In this experiment we evaluate the performance of estimating parameters of specular reflections. Specular reflections originate at flat surfaces and are characterized by equal incident and reflected angle at the surface. To ensure a realistic scenario we deteriorate the specular reflection with diffuse scattering stemming from rough surfaces. We describe the impact from diffuse scattering by placing scatter points at each reflective surface. The scatter points are drawn from a scattering distribution which is calculated based on Lambertian scattering.
In our simulations we consider a street scenario with two buildings facing each other with a distance of 20 m (see Figure 4 ). The transmitter is located next to building 1 with a distance of 2 m at height 5 m; and the receiver is located next to building 2 with distance 6 m and height 2 m. Both transceivers are separated by 12 m and 3 m along the y-and x-axis. They are equipped with an URA of 8 × 8 elements, with M 5 = 8, K = 1, Δ f = 2 MHz. Assuming a single, specular reflection at the ground surface and each building, we get a line-of-sight (LOS) path (l = 1), a ground reflection (l = 2) and reflections at both buildings (l = 3, 4). The parameters of the LOS and The specular paths are deteriorated by undesired scattering. We draw 20 scattering points per specular reflection, as illustrated in Figure 4 . The noise parameters are calculated based on the scattering point locations. In our evaluation we consider various levels of power ratios between power of specular and diffuse scattering paths. It is worth noting that the multipath parameters are calculated based on a realistic environment setup where both transmitter and receiver are located at similar heights. Hence, the multipath parameters are not well separated. Strong similarities can be observed at the delay and elevation domain which makes the parameter estimation sensitive to additive noise. Figure 5 illustrates the RMS error of angles (left) and delays (right) for various levels of specular-to-scattering power ration (SSPR). At high SSPRs the paths are resolvable. Reducing the SSPR yields an increased RMS error. At SSPRs below 3 the algorithm is not able to separate paths l = 3 and l = 4 anymore. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We propose a search-free R-D beamspace tensor-ESPRIT algorithm for mmWave MIMO channel estimation. It is a generalization of beamspace-ESPRIT method from matrix to tensor framework. The 5-D channel parameters are automatically associated. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated by considering different precoders and combiners. Furthermore, the effect of the size of the precoder and combiner is also investigated by considering both the reflectors and scatters. 
